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Subject: Re: FW: crabs
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something wierd happened with this one, so I don't know if you got it. Here it is again just in case.To: "Bejeck 

Kim M." <KBejeck @ ssd.com>cc: "'tracy__shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov'" _ <tracy__shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov> (bcc: 

Tracy Shycoff/ARRB)From: "Tracy Shycoff" <Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov> @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT Date: 

08/18/98 04:01:00 PM GMTSubject: Re: FW: crabsok, so we're on! Yum!!! What time is good for everyone? 

Anytime after6:00 is good for me.Kim--I am dying to hear more about what you do if and when you can 

evertell us! In the meantime, let me just say that is sounds fascinating andI'm really happy for you. You're 

brother sounds like the best kindaroomie. If I could get one like that I'd think about doing it again!Sandy--I 

gave your blonde jokes to a blonde friend here and she loved them.She said at one point she had brunette 

jokes and is now trying to find themto retaliate. However, since she is blonde I'm not sure she'll ever beable to 

locate them!Talk to me soon.To: "'tracy_shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov'" <tracy_shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov>cc: (bcc: Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRB)From: "Bejeck Kim M." <KBejeck @ ssd.com> @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANTDate: 08/18/98 

03:07:45 PM GMTSubject: FW: crabsTrace -- for some reason the first try on this didn't go through.> -----

Original Message-----> From: Bejeck, Kim M.> Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 1998 10:00 AM> To: 'Delanghe, 

Sandy'; 'Tracy Shycoff'> Subject: RE: crabs>> Hey girls -- well yesterday was quite a day. I spent it on the 

phone> screening calls from the press. I even got to speak with Geraldo Rivera> for a brief moment. Don't 

think he'll be sending me a Christmas card or> anything like that, though....I'm sure he thinks I'm a bitch for 

not> putting him through to Don. Too bad.......I so desperately wanted totell> him how sexy I think he is.>> I 

am definitely on for tomorrow night.......there's kind of a lull right> now with the Starr thing, so leaving on 

time is no problem.>> Trace -- my brother officially moved in on Friday, but hasn't been home> since. The 

perfect roomate, eh?>> -----Original Message-----> From: Delanghe, Sandy [SMTP:SDelanghe@nab.org]> Sent: 

Tuesday, August 18, 1998 9:14 AM> To: 'Tracy Shycoff'; 'kbejeck@ssd.com'> Subject: RE: crabs>> As far as I 

know we are still on ... Kimmie? This is your call -- weknow> you're involved with the Big Ken Starr thing!>> > ---

--Original Message-----> > From: Tracy Shycoff [SMTP:Tracy_Shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov]> > Sent: Tuesday, August 

18, 1998 8:18 AM> > To: SDelanghe@nab.org; kbejeck@ssd.com> > Subject: crabs> >> >> >> >> > Are we on 

for tomorrow? I may be taking the day off tomorrow to playat> > the waterpark with my nieces and nephew 

so I thought we should confirm> or> > not today. Let me know.> >> > Kim--did you brother get moved in ok? 

How's that going?> >> > Sandy--is Dusty doing better? Did the ever do the blood profile onher?> >> > Talk to 

you both soon.> >
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